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Abstract  
We present an optimization technique to find hue constant 
RGB sensors. The hue representation is based on a log RGB 
opponent color space that is invariant to brightness and 
gamma. While modeling the visual response did not derive 
the opponent space, the hue definition is similar to the ones 
found in CIE Lab and IPT. Finding hue constant RGB 
sensors through this optimization might be applicable in 
color engineering applications such as finding RGB sensors 
for color image encodings. 
Introduction 
Hue is an important property of a color. As defined by 
the CIE, hue is the attribute of a visual sensation according 
to which an area appears to be similar to one of the 
perceived colors red, yellow, green and blue, or a 
combination of two of them [1]. In other words, it is the 
“name” of a color, and is one of the perceptual correlates 
like saturation and brightness.   
Hue is the attribute of a color that people generally find 
easiest to identify. It is most often used to “describe” a 
color. Thus, segmenting images according to hue has been 
widely used for object segmentation, object recognition and 
image retrieval [2-4]. In the computer vision community, 
image RGB values are converted to a hue-based 
representation using a color transformation like HSV, HLS 
and IHS [5]. These transformations do not require a-priori 
knowledge about the RGB values, i.e. an exact definition 
linking RGB and tristimulus values (XYZ) is not needed. 
While not knowing the exact encoding parameters precludes 
the calculations of the CIE definition of hue, the results are 
acceptable for the applications mentioned above. 
In the color imaging community, it has been noted that 
RGB color image encodings should have a high degree of 
hue constancy. In other words, a color ramp created by 
varying the encoding values to create different sensations in 
lightness or chroma (saturation) should still result in the 
same hue over the whole ramp. Additionally, simple non-
linear channel editing should not affect the hue of a color 
[6]. In effect, hue constancy was one of the optimization 
criterion used in the development of the ROMM RGB color 
encoding [7]. The optimization was based on the CIE Lab 
hue definition. 
In this paper, we are investigating if a hue based 
representation that is invariant to brightness and gamma [8], 
developed for the computer vision community, can be used 
to evaluate the hue constancy of RGB sensors. We use a 
spherical sampling method [9] to find a sensor set that 
maximizes straight hue lines for psycho-visually derived 
constant hue data [10] in a log RGB opponent color space. 
Using this definition of hue constancy, we also calculate the 
hue behavior of a number of sensors found in the color 
science and imaging community, such as ROMM [7], ITU-
BT.R 709 [11], LMS, Sharp [12], Bradford [13], and color 
ratio stable sensors [14]. 
The hue definition of the log RGB opponent color space 
is similar to the hue definitions in other color spaces (see 
part 2). It has been successfully applied to image retrieval 
applications [8]. It is gamma invariant, i.e. the power 
function usually applied to any RGB encoding cancels out. 
However, XYZ based hue definitions, such as **baH  [15] 
and PTH  of the IPT opponent encoding [16], are calculated 
with a power function. The power functions are equal to 1/3 
and 0.43 for CIE Lab and IPT, respectively. Consequently, 
Lab **baH  and IPT PTH are strictly speaking only applicable 
to one given “contrast” encoding. While this contrast 
encoding is based on the encoding of the human visual 
system, it does not necessarily reflect other color image 
encodings that might be appropriate for certain applications 
like computer graphics.  
We are not claiming here that the opponent log RGB 
hue definition is a more appropriate measure for defining 
visual hue constancy. However, it should be investigated as 
an appropriate tool to test hue constancy in terms of defining 
RGB color image encodings, i.e. it might be suitable for 
color engineering purposes as opposed to color vision 
modeling. 
Brightness and Gamma Invariant Hue 
The log RGB opponent color encoding [8] was 
developed on the following premise. In imaging 
applications, linear RGB signals captured by the digitizing 
device are usually encoded with a power function to 
compensate for system non-linearity such as the monitor 
transfer function. Therefore, the RGB vectors encoded for 
each pixel are equal to: 
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α is a scalar that compensates for the illuminance. Applying 
a log transform to the RGB values removes the γ term from 
the exponent and turns them into multiplicative scalars: 
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Brightness α becomes an additive rather than a 
multiplicative term. Taking differences of color channels, 
i.e. projecting orthogonal to the unitary vector (1,1,1) allows 
to remove the brightness term: 
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Note that the definitions of the above differences describe 
coordinates in an opponent color representation. They are 
similar to the opponent color axes used by the human visual 
system and could be regarded as having perceptual 
relevance [17]. 
Finally, ratios of the opponent color coordinates are 
formed to cancel γ: 
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Hue is defined as the inverse tangent of the ratio of equation 
(4): 
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The definition of hue is very similar to the CIE **baH  
definition, which defines hue as the inverse tangent of the 
ratio of the opponent color coordinates b* (blue-yellow) and 
a* (red-green). What is noteworthy about equation (5) is that 
it follows only from the engineering imperative to cancel 
brightness and gamma. There was no attempt made to model 
visual response. Rather, mathematically deriving gamma and 
brightness independence led to a visual system like 
definition of hue. 
Experiment 
The goal of this experiment was to find RGB sensors 
that keep hue constant and to evaluate the hue constancy of 
known sensors. As initial data sets, we used the hue-constant 
data published by Hung and Berns [10]. They derived XYZ 
tristimulus values, four values at each hue angel for 12 hue 
angles, through a psychovisual experiment on a CRT 
monitor. The resulting data set has been extensively used to 
test hue constancy in color appearance models and color 
encodings. The original data set was defined under 
illuminant C. We used a Sharp chromatic adaptation 
transform [12] to calculate the corresponding colors under 
illuminant D65, so that the results better correspond to 
previous hue-constancy experiments [6,16]. 
A spherical sampling technique as described in [9] was 
applied to find the best sensor that keeps hue most constant. 
In the case of trichromatic (RGB and XYZ) imaging 
applications, the basis functions span a three-dimensional 
space. If the lengths of the vectors are normalized to unity, 
then different vector combinations can be illustrated with 
their end-points that lie on the surface of a sphere. Trying all 
possible combinations of three points distributed over the 
surface of the sphere allows finding all possible solutions to 
a given problem. In this experiment, three different points on 
the sphere represent three different RGB sensors. The linear 
transformation T from XYZ to RGB can be calculated 
according to the method described in [9]. 
Out of computational consideration, we only tested 
sensors that had their endpoints located within 30 degrees of 
the ITU BT.R. 709 and ROMM red, green, and blue 
sensors, resulting in ~6 million different RGB sensor sets (I) 
to be tested (see Figure 1). The ITU BT.R. 709 sensors are 
the basis for sRGB [18], and the ROMM sensors the basis 
for ROMM RGB [19], two color encodings that are widely 
used and are considered to be somewhat hue constant.  
 
Figure 1: Sample points around 30 degrees of the ITU-R.BT 709 
and ROMM sensors considered in the optimization 
The hue-constant XYZ values were converted to linear 
RGB using the (3x3) linear transforms T found through the 
spherical sampling technique. The Hung & Berns data set 
consists of 12 hue angles, with four points for each hue, 
resulting in 48 XYZ values.  
If P is a (48x3) matrix of normalized XYZ values, and 
S is a (48x3) matrix of linear RGB values, then: 
PTS =   (6) 
  
Not all transforms result in positive R, G, and B values. 
Before converting to log space, the values need to be offset 
to render them all positive. This offset can be considered as 
adding brightness to the RGB channels, or defining a 
different encoding range. In effect adding an offset amounts 
to a “gamut mapping algorithm.” Indeed, amongst the entire 
gamut mapping approaches we might have considered, this 
is the simplest. Other approaches might be applied, 
including a compression curve where only values close to 0 
are brightened. This latter approach has the advantage of 
retaining the meaning of the log operator (and so keeping to 
the engineering definition of hue). 
Once all the RGB values are rendered positive, the log 
RGB opponent color matrix O (48x2) can then be calculated 
as described in equations (2) and (3).  
Perfectly hue constant data in an opponent color 
encoding should have the same hue angle. Data points with 
equal hue should thus lie on a line going through the origin 
(see Figure 2). Calculating the deviation from the line, i.e. 
how far the data points actually are from the line 
representing the hue angle, gives an indication of hue 
constancy. Therefore, the problem of finding the most hue 
constant RGB sensor can be expressed as a line-fitting 
problem.  
Using singular value decomposition, we can find a line 
that best fits a set of data points minimizing least squares 
error. However, we have the additional constraint that the 
line needs to go through the origin. Adding a “mirrored” 
point to each of the opponent log RGB matrix entries will 
result in a hue matrix H (96x2) with a mean equal to zero: 
)]1(;[ −×= OOH   (7) 
For better comparisons between the different sensor 
results, H was transformed linearly to a new matrix H~  that 
is “white,” i.e. its components are uncorrelated and their 
variances equal unity. From equation (7) it is clear that H  is 
already centered, i.e. it has zero mean. Therefore, the 
“whitening” transformation is based on the eigenvalue 
decomposition of the covariance matrix )( HHT of H : 
TT EEHH Λ=   (8) 
where E is a matrix of eigenvectors, and Λ  is a diagonal 
matrix of eigenvalues. H~  is calculated as follows: 
 T)(~ 2/1−= EΛHH   (9) 
As the best fitting line has to be calculated for each hue 
angle separately, H~  was divided into n (n=12) matrices nH
~  
(8x2), each containing four hue points and four mirrored 
points that should lie on the same hue line. The singular 
value decomposition of nH
~ can then be written as: 
T
nnnn VDUH =~    (10) 
where Un and Vn are singular vector matrices and Dn is a 
diagonal matrix of singular values: 
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The second singular value, σ2, is the residual error, i.e. 
the distance of the actual points to the line that best fits the 
data. 
The mean residual error ε of one sensor set was 
calculated by averaging over the individual residual errors of 
the 12 hue lines, such that: 
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Minimizing the mean residual error ε derived the best 
sensor of the original sensor sets I found through the 
spherical sampling technique: 
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The result of the spherical optimization is illustrated in 
Figure 2. and the corresponding sensors sopt in Figure 3.  
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Figure 2: Best hue constancy found through the spherical 
sampling technique. The mean residual error is equal to 0.0884. 
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Figure 3: Sensors that result in the best hue constancy found 
through the spherical sampling technique. 
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Figure 4: Hue constancy for the ROMM sensors. The mean 
residual error is equal to 0.1686. 
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Figure 5: Hue constancy for the 709 sensors. The mean residual 
error is equal to 0.1653. 
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Figure 6: Hue constancy for the LMS sensors. The mean residual 
error is equal to 0.1039.  
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Figure 7: Hue constancy for the Sharp sensors [12]. The mean 
residual error is equal to 0.1504. 
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Figure 8: Hue constancy for the Bradford sensors [13]. The mean 
residual error is equal to 0.1423. 
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Figure 9: Hue constancy for the sharp sensors that keep color 
ratios most stable over different illuminants [14]. The mean 
residual error is equal to 0.1244.  
 
  
The corresponding sensors found through this 
experiment have relatively large negative values and are 
probably not specifically suited to imaging applications. As 
a comparison, the hue constancy of the ROMM RGB, ITU-
BT.R 709, LMS, derived by the Hunt-Pointer-Estevez 
transformation, the Sharp and Bradford sensors used in 
chromatic adaptation transforms [12,13], and the sharp 
sensors that keep color ratios most stable over different 
illuminants [14] are also plotted (see Figures 4-9). These 
latter sensors are all white-point preserving, i.e. equal X, Y, 
and Z values are mapped to equal R, G, and B values. 
 
Conclusions 
We have presented an optimization technique that can 
evaluate the hue constancy of RGB sensors. We base our 
experiment on the psycho-visually derived hue constant data 
from Hung and Berns. Hue constancy is evaluated in a log 
RGB opponent color encoding that has been developed for 
the computer vision community. The most hue constant 
RGB sensors were found through a spherical sampling 
technique. 
The experimental procedure presented in this paper has 
many degrees of freedom. The offset term used to avoid 
negative RGB values has an influence on the final result, as 
well as the whitening. The error term to be minimized could 
be refined to take the lengths of the hue vectors or the 
correlation of the RGB sensors into account. However, the 
method is very flexible, and can be used for hue definition 
independent of gamma and white-point encoding. Note that 
both Lab **baH  and IPT PTH are contrast dependent, and 
IPT additionally requires a white-point of D65. Indeed, our 
paper could be regarded as a continuation of the work of 
Ebner and Fairchild on IPT to find a generalized model for 
evaluating hue constancy for color engineering purposes. 
Additionally, other hue constant test data should also be 
evaluated. The Hung and Berns data has a limited number of 
tristimulus values. The “blue” hue vector pointing to the x-
axis in Figures 4-9 is not very straight for almost all the 
sensors, which adds a significant amount to the residual 
error. It is not clear from this study if this is due to the 
sensors or noise in the test data. 
While there is more investigation needed if this log 
RGB representation can be used to define hue constancy for 
color imaging applications, we can already make the 
following observations. A log RGB opponent encoding 
would allow evaluating hue constancy independent of any 
contrast (gamma) corrections. Sharp sensors seem to be 
almost as hue constant as correlated sensors, such as LMS, 
in this representation. This emphasizes again the results of 
previous investigations, where sharp sensors were found to 
be optimal in predicting corresponding color data, and in 
keeping color ratios over different illuminants constant. 
There seem to be many indicators that sharp sensors do play 
a role in color engineering.  
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